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LOGARITHMIC CONFORMAL FIELD THEORIES
VIA LOGARITHMIC DEFORMATIONS
J. FJELSTAD, J. FUCHS, S. HWANG, A.M. SEMIKHATOV, AND I.YU. TIPUNIN
Abstrat. We onstrut logarithmi onformal eld theories starting from an ordinary on-
formal eld theorywith a hiral algebra C and the orresponding spae of states V via a
two-step onstrution: i) deforming the hiral algebra representation on V ⊗ EndK[[z, z−1]],
where K is an auxiliary nite-dimensional vetor spae, and ii) extending C by operators or-
responding to the endomorphisms EndK. For K =C2, with EndK being the two-dimensional
Cliord algebra, our onstrution results in extending C by an operator that an be thought of
as ∂−1E, where
∮
E is a fermioni sreening. This overs the (2, p) Virasoro minimal models as
well as the ŝl(2) WZW theory.
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1. Introdution
It is somewhat miraulous that logarithmi onformal eld theories [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8℄, although
violating some of the fundamental priniples usually assumed in CFT, nevertheless emerge in
many situations where onformal symmetry plays a role. Appliations that have reently been
attrating attention reah from gravitational dressing [9℄, extended symmetries in disordered
systems, polymers and perolation [10,11,12,13,14℄ and WZW models on supergroups [15,16,17,
18℄ to the D-brane dynamis in string theory [19,20℄ and the AdS/CFT orrespondene [21,22,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27℄. On the representation-theoreti side, logarithmi onformal eld theories are
of interest beause studying nondiagonalizable Virasoro representations [28,29℄ may require an
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extension (and ertainly, new appliations) of the ideas and methods that have been suessfully
used in onstruting mathematial foundations of the standard onformal eld theory.
Although there is no preise denition of the lass of logarithmi onformal eld theories
 we omment on this issue at the end of Se. 6  the two harateristi properties are the
nondiagonalizable Virasoro ation and the appearane of logarithms in orrelation funtions
(these issues are losely related; see, e.g., [30℄ on how the maximum Jordan ell size restrits
the maximal power of logarithms). A trivial example of logarithms ourring in orrelation
funtions is provided by the onformal eld theory of a free boson. However, the logarithm in
this ase merely orresponds to inluding the position as an operator (onjugate to momentum)
on the state spae, and this inlusion does not lead to any interesting new struture for the
representations of the relevant hiral algebra (the u(1) urrent algebra). On the other hand, in
genuinely logarithmi models, the logarithms are losely tied to reduible, but indeomposable
modules over the Virasoro [28, 29℄ or extended hiral algebras. In suh modules, the ation of
L0 is not diagonalizable, but rather onnets vetors in a Jordan ell of a ertain size.
In a number of examples studied in the literature, Jordan ells our at the top level of the
module, whih in the ase of the vauum module implies the existene of a logarithmi partner
to the identity operator. However, this behavior is not generi. Moreover, logarithmi partners
of the energy-momentum tensor need not neessarily appear (although their existene seems to
have sometimes been taken nearly as the denition of a logarithmi onformal eld theory). It
was indeed already notied in [29℄ that Jordan ells an rst our at lower levels, giving rise
to the so-alled staggered modules, in ontrast to Jordan highest-weight modules [29℄, where
Jordan ells are inherited from the top level of the module.
1
The staggered ase is in fat
most frequent in appliations, in partiular in logarithmially extended minimal models.
In this paper, we present a onstrution of logarithmi onformal eld theories via a ertain
deformation of onventional onformal eld theories. We onsider the ase where a given
hiral algebra C is a part of a larger algebra A that also inludes a eld E(z) suh that ∮E
is a sreening for C. When E is in addition a fermion, irreduible modules of A deompose
into entire omplexes of modules over C, with the dierential d= ∮E. Indeomposable C-
modules L are then onstruted by gluing together the modules in two adjaent terms of the
omplex · · · d−→ Ri d−→ Ri+1 d−→ · · · , in suh a way that Ri beomes a submodule of L, while
the quotient L/Ri is isomorphi to Ri+1. The pre-image of Ri+1 in the indeomposable module
an be thought of as desendants of a eld involving the operator ∂−1E by whih the hiral
algebra is extended. Not surprisingly, extending the hiral algebra by an operator of the form
∂−1E leads to the ourrene of logarithms in operator produts. We apply this onstrution
1
The ase studied in [29℄ is that of Jordan Verma modules the logarithmi version of Verma modules,
while what ours in many spei models are not Verma, but Fok (or rather, FeiginFuks (FF) [31℄) modules.
Aordingly, the notions introdued in [29℄ should be applied modulo the orresponding orretion. Compared
to Verma modules, the FF modules are distorted by inverting one half of the embeddings. This relationship
arries over to their logarithmi versions.
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of indeomposable modules to (2, p) Virasoro minimal models and to ŝl(2) in a realization that
admits a fermioni sreening. In the assoiated Virasoro representation given by the Sugawara
onstrution, the generator L0 then aquires dimension-2 Jordan ells, whih an again be
restated as the existene of logarithmi partners to ertain states.
2
In its simplest form, our approah involves a deformation of the energy-momentum tensor
that eventually leads to the onstrution of indeomposable representations. This deformation is
desribed in Se. 2. A deformation of general hiral algebras is onsidered in Se. 3. In Se. 3.1,
we rst reall some basi fats about operator produt algebras (OPAs). Then we proeed
to onstrut an OPA derivation and use it to perform the deformation (see Theorem 3.1).
Thinking of this (outer) derivation as an inner one generated by a rst-order pole with some
new operator then leads to an extension of the hiral algebra. In Se. 3.3, we show how
the orresponding spae of states is extended suh that the operatorstate orrespondene is
maintained. The resulting spae of states arries an indeomposable representation of the hiral
algebra. The onstrution is reformulated and generalized in terms of vertex operator algebras.
Ward identities for the energy-momentum tensor in the logarithmi theories onstruted via a
fermioni sreening are presented in Se. 3.4. Spei examples of the general onstrution are
studied in Ses. 4 (Virasoro models) and 5 (the ŝl(2) WZW theory). Finally, in Se. 6 we briey
disuss how our results t into the quest of gaining a deeper understanding of logarithmi CFT.
2. A deformation of the energy-momentum tensor
As already mentioned, logarithmi onformal eld theories are naturally assoiated with the
presene of Jordan ells in Virasoro modules. In this setion, we present a simple reipe for
deforming the energy-momentum tensor that leads to the appearane of Jordan ells.
To start, we onsider the simple problem of nding an energy-momentum tensor of the form
T˜ (z) = T (z) + T1(z) ,(2.1)
where T is the energy-momentum tensor of a (standard) onformal eld theory and T1 is an im-
provement term that eventually leads to Jordan ells. Later on, we onstrut indeomposable
Virasoro representations by allowing T1 to at on an auxiliary vetor spae, but at the present
stage, we rst ensure that T˜ has the orret operator produt to be an energy-momentum
tensor. A simple ansatz is to take T1 to have regular OPE with itself and to be a primary eld
of some weight h with respet to T . In this ase we have
T˜ (z) T˜ (w) = (T (z) + T1(z)) (T (w) + T1(w)) =
2 T (w) + 2hT1(w)
(z − w)2 + . . . ,(2.2)
2
The ourrene of Jordan ells as the harateristi property of indeomposable representations pertains to
the Virasoro algebra. The existene of Jordan ells in a Virasoro module assoiated with an ane Lie algebra
via the Sugawara onstrution implies that the ane Lie algebra module is indeomposable.
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whih implies h=1. To also have ompatibility between the grading of Laurent modes, we
therefore take T1 to be of the form
T1(z) =
1
z
E(z) ,(2.3)
with E(z) a weight-one primary eld. More general solutions, for whih T1(z) T1(w) does
possess a singular part are also possible. We further analyze the general ase in Se. 3. Here
we ontinue our onstrution with the partiular deformation (2.3) for the partiular ase of a
single free boson with a bakground harge. We show that ansatz (2.3) leads to seleting the
(1, n) and (2, n) minimal models and that it in fat oers a onstrution of their logarithmi
extension.
Let ϕ be a anonially normalized free boson, ϕ(z)ϕ(w) = log(z−w). Then the energy-
momentum tensor
T (z) = 12 :∂ϕ(z) ∂ϕ(z):+Q∂
2ϕ(z)(2.4)
has the entral harge c=1− 12Q2. The onformal weight of the vertex operator :eγϕ(z): in this
model is (the olon indiating normal ordering is suppressed in what follows)
h(eγϕ) = 1
2
γ2 −Qγ .(2.5)
We now speialize ansatz (2.3) for T1(z) as
T1(z) =
1
z β e
γϕ .(2.6)
Here γ is a number, while we keep the preise meaning of the quantity β as yet unspeied. It
may be a onstant or an operator in a nite-dimensional vetor spae, in whih ase it aounts
for the presene of the latter auxiliary spae with whih the representation spaes of the original
theory are to be tensored (β an then be regarded as a kind of zero mode operator, similar to
the enter of mass oordinate of a free boson or to the gamma matries in the Ramond setor
of fermions). We now determine the most general value of γ for this ansatz to work. For T1 to
have a regular OPE with itself, i.e.,
3
T1(z) T1(w) =
1
zw
β2 (z − w)γ2eγ(ϕ(z)+ϕ(w)) = 0 ,(2.7)
we must require that γ2= p ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...} or that β2=0.
We begin with the rst possibility and take γ=
√
p. The requirement that eγϕ is a weight-one
operator then yields
Q =
√
p
2
− 1√
p
,(2.8)
and hene c=13 − 3p − 12
p
. Obviously, for T1 to be bosoni, β must be bosoni (fermioni) if
and only if eγϕ is bosoni (fermioni). We must therefore distinguish two ases:
3
As usual, A(z)B(w) in the left-hand side of operator produts stands for the singular part of the radially
ordered operator produt of A(z) and B(w).
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1. β is bosoni and p=2q with q=1, 2, 3, ... . Then (2.8) gives the (1, q) minimal series
Q =
1√
2
(
√
q − 1√
q
)(2.9)
with the entral harge
c = 13− 6q − 6q .(2.10)
In this ase, β an in partiular be just a onstant.
2. β is fermioni and p=2r+1 with r=0, 1, 2, ... . This gives the (2, p) minimal series with
the entral harge
c = 10− 6r − 122r+1 .(2.11)
Note that the value c=−2 is ontained in both series. In the rst series it orresponds to
using the vertex operator with γ2=4 (long sreening), while in the seond ase one has γ2=1
(short sreening).
The seond option that follows from (2.7) is β2=0. The situation where β is a nilpotent
boson does not lead to any restritions on the entral harge, and we do not onsider it here.
A more natural ase is that of a fermioni β, whih brings us bak to the above ase 2.
To summarize, ansatz (2.6) for T (z) leads to two possible series of solutions: the (1, q)
minimal series, and the (2, p) series with p odd.
The idea on how this deformation gives rise to a logarithmi extension is to allow β to be
an operator ating on a suitable auxiliary spae K suh that T˜ furnishes an indeomposable
representation of the Virasoro algebra. The onstrution of the state spae then depends on the
representation hosen for β. In partiular, for β ∈ EndK with dimK > 2, generially we must
deal with Jordan ells that an have size larger than two. (Correspondingly, higher powers of
logarithms our in the operator produts.) In ontrast, in the fermioni ase we only enounter
Jordan ells of size two.
3. Deformation of a general hiral algebra
In the previous setion, we onstruted a partiular deformation of a spei onformal eld
the energy-momentum tensor T in a speial lass of models. We now extend the onstrution
beyond the one-boson ase, not relying on the presene of a free-eld realization, and deforming
all elds in the hiral algebra. This is done in suh a way that the OPEs are preserved, but
β is interwoven in the deformed operators suh that new, indeomposable representations are
obtained by tensoring with an auxiliary vetor spae K and taking β ∈ EndK. The two basi
ingredients of the onstrution  the deformation and the extension of the spae of states 
are desribed in Ses. 3.1 and 3.3, respetively.
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3.1. The OPA deformation. Instead of working with operator produt expansions of the
form
A(z)B(w) =
∑
n≥1
[A,B]n (w)
(z − w)n ,(3.1)
we use operator produt algebras (OPAs) in the form introdued in [32℄. This onstitutes a on-
venient formulation of the properties of operator produts that failitates expliit alulations,
and an be regarded as an adaptation of (a part of) the axioms of vertex operator algebras
(VOAs) [33, 34, 35℄.
The essential ingredients of the OPA setting in [32℄ are as follows. The operators (or elds)
A form a (super)vetor spae V, whih is graded over Z. The OPA struture on V is given by
a olletion of bilinear operations
[ , ]n : V× V→ V , n ∈ Z ,(3.2)
that are ompatible with the grading by onformal weight
4
and satisfy the assoiativity on-
dition [32, Eq. (2.3.21)℄[
A, [B,C]p
]
q
= (−1)AB
[
B, [A,C]q
]
p
+
∑
ℓ≥1
(
q − 1
ℓ− 1
)
[[A,B]ℓ , C]p+q−ℓ .(3.3)
(The sign fator (−1)AB is equal to −1 if A and B are both fermioni, and to +1 otherwise.)
There is also a distinguished element 1∈V suh that
[1, A]n = δn,0A(3.4)
for all A∈V, and an even linear mapping ∂ : V→V suh that the ommutativity property [32,
Eq. (2.3.16)℄
[B,A]n = (−1)AB
∑
i≥n
(−1)i
(i− n)! ∂
i−n [A,B]i(3.5)
is satised. For any two operators A and B, their OPE is then reonstruted from the produts
[ , ]n as in (3.1). In other words, operator produt (3.1) should be regarded as a linear mapping
V⊗ V → V⊗C C[[z, z−1]](3.6)
that furnishes a generating funtion for the innite family of produts in Eq. (3.2).
To perform the deformation, we x an operator E ∈V and dene the operation
∆E : A(z) 7→ log z [E,A]1(z) +
∑
n≥1
(−1)n+1
n
[E,A]n+1(z)
zn
(3.7)
on A∈V.
Theorem 3.1. For any E ∈V, the operation ∆E is a superderivation of the OPA V.
4
That is, when A has weight hA and B weight hB, then the eld [A,B]n has weight hA + hB − n. The
existene of the energy-momentum tensor T ∈V is understood here; we omit the obvious details.
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The proof is obtained by diret alulation; it is given in Appendix A.
It follows from Theorem 3.1 that if E is fermioni and aordingly β is also fermioni, so
that β2=0, deformation (3.7) gives rise to an OPA isomorphism
A 7→ A+ β∆E(A) .(3.8)
If E is bosoni and β is bosoni and nilpotent, βN=0 for some integer N , then
A 7→ exp(β∆E)A ,(3.9)
where the right-hand side is a polynomial in ∆E , is again an isomorphism. (In a number of
spei examples, e.g. for models based on an ane Lie algebra, and with E taken to be a
urrent in a nilpotent subalgebra, the right-hand side is a polynomial in β without requiring β
to be nilpotent.)
If E is a weight-1 primary eld (and hene, [E, T ]n= δn,2E for n> 0), the deformation of the
energy-momentum tensor is given by
T˜ = exp(β∆E) T = T +
1
z βE + β
2 (. . . ) + . . . .(3.10)
The term linear in β reprodues the partiular deformation in Eq. (2.3) that was onsidered in
the one-boson ase in Se. 2. In Se. 3.3, we show that taking β to be an endomorphism of a
nite-dimensional spae results in an indeomposable module over the algebra C˜ := exp(β∆E)C
that in partiular ontains the Virasoro algebra orresponding to T˜ .
In general, the proposed deformation (3.7) maps eah eld in the algebra into a linear ombi-
nation of elds weighted with powers of z and log z. The produt (3.6) of the operator algebra
V is thereby lifted to an operator algebra V˜ for whih the operator produts furnish a mapping
(f. [30℄)
5
V˜⊗ V˜ → V˜⊗
C
C[[z, z−1]][log z] .(3.11)
The terms involving log z do not appear in the transformed elds if and only if [E,A]1 =0 for
all A∈V, or in other words, if and only if ∮E is a sreening operator for the hiral algebra (in
that ase, although exp β∆E does not preserve the vetor spae V, it maps V into an isomorphi
OPA V˜). Whenever
∮
E is in addition a fermioni sreening, it an serve as a dierential in a
omplex; the logarithmi deformations of modules that appear in Se. 3.3 then involve elements
of the adjaent members of the omplex.
In appliations, sreenings are often dealt with as follows. One starts by taking some large
algebra, then hooses in it eld(s) whose integrals are delared to be sreening(s), and nally
selets a small algebra as the entralizer (ommutant) of the sreenings in the large algebra.
Verifying that a given operator E gives a sreening upon integration involves only the rst-order
poles [E, · ]1, while all the order-n poles [E, · ]n with n≥ 2 an be arbitrary and are irrelevant
5
Sine the operation ∆E aets the Laurent expansion of elds, it drastially hanges the operator produt
expansions (3.1). To put it dierently, we deal with a deformation of the operator produt expansion (3.1),
whih is however not arbitrary, but suh that the produts [ , ]n in Eq. (3.2) are preserved.
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to the properties of a onformal eld theory in the ommutant of
∮
E. However, these poles
are reanimated by the logarithmi deformation presription, where their atual role is to be
responsible for logarithmi deformation diretions of the given onformal eld theory.
3.2. Remarks.
a. We an think of the mapping (3.7) as indued by the operator produt of A with some new
eld, whih we all α˜. Taking the derivative, we then see that ∂α˜(z) =−E(z). We therefore
use the symbol ∂−1E(z) as a suggestive notation for −α˜(z). We an then write
∂−1E(z)A(w) = [E,A]1 log(z−w) +
∑
n≥1
(−1)n+1
n
[E,A]n+1(w)
(w− z)n .(3.12)
However, the relation ∂α˜(z) =−E(z) does not determine the zero mode of α˜(z); as we see in
the next subsetion, suh zero modes are expressed in terms of endomorphisms of an auxiliary
spae.
We note that if E is replaed with ∂E, the orresponding derivation an be written as
∆∂EA = [[O1, E]0, A]1 ,
with O1(z) = 1z . This operation is obviously a derivation, beause the rst-order pole with
any operator is a derivation of the OPA. In ontrast, expressing ∆EA in a similar way as
∆EA=
[
[O1, ∂−1E]0, A
]
1
involves an operator not from V whenever E /∈ ∂V.
b. If E in (3.7) is not of weight 1, the parameter β must be dimensionful, and the onstrution
of exp(β∆E) as a series in β involves growing orders of derivatives and growing powers of z
−1
.
For instane, taking the Virasoro algebra, whih in the OPA language is generated by a single
element T suh that
[T, T ]1 = ∂T , [T, T ]2 = 2T , [T, T ]4 =
c
2 ,(3.13)
we have
∆TT = log z ∂T +
2
z
T +
c
6z3
,(3.14)
(∆T )
2T = (log z)2 ∂2T + 5
log z
z
∂T +
4− 2 log z
z2
T + c
1
3
− 1
2
log z
z4
,(3.15)
(∆T )
3T = (log z)3 ∂3T + 9
(log z)2
z
∂2T − 7(log z)
2 − 19 log z
z2
∂T(3.16)
+
4(log z)2 − 14 log z + 8
z3
T + c
2(log z)2 − 17
6
log z + 2
3
z5
.
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. As an example that learly displays the isomorphism property of exp(β∆E) (although is not
relevant to logarithmi theories), we onsider the situation where E is a bosoni urrent, that
is, a weight-1 eld with the OPEs
E(z)E(w) =
κ
(z − w)2 ,(3.17)
T (z)E(w) =
λ
(z − w)3 +
E(w)
(z − w)2 +
∂E(w)
z − w(3.18)
(where the onstant λ is a possible anomaly), and moreover, E is diagonal on all primaries of
the theory, i.e.,
E(z) Ψi(w) =
qiΨi(w)
z − w .(3.19)
The operation exp(β∆E) is then readily evaluated to at as
exp(β∆E)E(z) = E(z) + β
κ
z ,(3.20)
exp(β∆E) T (z) = T (z) +
β E(z)
z +
βλ+β2κ
2z2 ,(3.21)
exp(β∆E) Ψi(z) = z
βqi Ψi(z) .(3.22)
(In the last formula, an innite series of powers of log z is summed up to zβqi .) With β being
just a number (or, in the setting of the next subsetion, β ∈ End(C)), we reognize this as the
spetral ow transform assoiated with the urrent E.
3.3. Extension of the state spae. The observation leading to Eq. (3.12) indiates that
for E /∈ ∂V, the deformation an be desribed in terms of a new eld introdued into the OPA
suh that the outer derivation ∆E beomes an inner one. We therefore onsider an extended
OPA ontaining this new eld, assuming a denite presription for the zero mode. In order
to preserve the eldstate orrespondene, we must then also extend the spae of states (the
vauum module).
The ase onsidered in (3.10) already aptures ruial features of the general situation. We
take the vauum module V of the OPA V, with the highest-weight vetor ΩV , and extend it by
taking the tensor produt with some auxiliary nite-dimensional vetor spae K. As a module
over V, V ⊗K is just the diret sum of dimK opies of V , with operators in End(K) generially
ating between dierent opies. For a hosen ω ∈K, we an then identify ΩV with the vetor
Ω = ΩV ⊗ω. In the deformation formulas, we now take β to be an element of End(K) suh
that
β Ω=0 .(3.23)
We give the operators in End(K) the same parity (bosoni or fermioni) as E (so that in
partiular βE is always bosoni). Now, let α∈ End(K) satisfy
[α, β] = 1(3.24)
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with [ , ] denoting the superommutator. From (3.10) (where E is a weight-1 eld), the modes
L˜n of the deformed energy-momentum tensor T˜ at on αΩ as
L˜n · αΩ = (T + 1z βE)n · αΩ .(3.25)
In partiular,
L˜−1 · αΩ = −E−1Ω .(3.26)
Via the eldstate orrespondene, the state in the right-hand side is assoiated to the eld
E(z). We therefore onlude that the operator α˜(z) orresponding to the state αΩ satises
∂α˜(z) = −E(z) ,(3.27)
whih we also write suggestively as α˜(z) =−∂−1E(z).
This illustrates how the spae of states (and hene, the elds) an be extended. We now
analyze the onstrution systematially, still assuming β to be an endomorphism of an aux-
iliary nite-dimensional vetor spae K (with hE =1). The neessary manipulations are best
desribed in the language of vertex operator algebras [33, 34, 35℄, whih we summarize in Ap-
pendix B.
We begin with making the auxiliary vetor spae K into a toy vertex operator algebra.
Having done so allows us to use the produts [ , ]n of the orresponding elds, see Eqs. (B.4)
and (B.5). These produts on End(K)[[z, z−1]], satisfying all the properties of the OPA opera-
tions exept the ommutativity ondition, then allow us to onstrut a generalization of ∆E
in (3.7).
We rst hoose an arbitrary element ω ∈K, whih we all the vauum vetor of K. This
gives rise to a vetor spae deomposition EndK = (EndK)+ + (EndK)−, where (EndK)+ is
dened by the requirement that (EndK)+ω=0. We next x a set S of elements from (EndK)−
suh that every vetor inK an be written as a linear ombination of vetors k= κω with κ∈ S .
Elements of (EndK)+ are said to be annihilation operators and elements of S reation operators.
From the (super)ommutator in End(K) and the normal ordering assoiated with the hosen
vauum vetor, we an then dene an OPA struture on End(K)[[z, z−1]] by Eqs. (B.4)  (B.6).
Moreover, setting Y (k, z) =κ for k=κω with κ∈ S denes a (toy) vertex operator algebra K
with the spae of states given by K. The data K=(K, Y, ω) satisfy the list of properties of
VOAs exept those related to the Virasoro algebra. Here, z is a dummy variable beause Y
maps K into End(K) and the orresponding OPA K atually oinides with (EndK)− (with
the only nonzero braket being just [A,B]0 given by the multipliation in (EndK)−).
Returning to the genuine VOAs, we x a VOA V
′
with the spae of states V ′ and the
orresponding OPA V
′
. Seleting a weight-1 eld E(z)∈V′ (in general, several suh elds),
we dene a VOA V⊂V′ as the ommutant (entralizer) of its zero mode (in general, of the
subalgebra of zero modes); we thus have [E,A]1 =0 for every eld A∈V. For a VOA module
W
′
, we similarly selet a submodule W⊂W′. Clearly, V′ is a module over V.
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Our strategy is now to onstrut a suitable deformation and extension of the V-modules V
′
and W
′
by taking the tensor produts V
′⊗K and W′⊗K, where the role of the auxiliary setor
K is to introdue log z into the theory. To ahieve this goal, we replae End(K)[[z, z−1]] with
the spae End(K)[[z, z−1]][log z] and hoose an element ε∈ End(K)[[z, z−1]][log z] of the form
ε = β log z+ v , β ∈ EndK , v∈ End(K)[[z, z−1]](3.28)
suh that the limit limz→0 ε ω exists. (This ondition requires in partiular that βω=0, whih
orresponds to (3.23). Note that z is really a formal variable here, i.e., the existene of the
limit implies that εω∈K[[z]]. Also, log z is to be regarded as another formal variable that has
the additional property that ∂(log z) = z−1 [30℄.)
Then for U = V ′ or W ′, we dene the mapping
∆E,ε : Hom(V
′, U)[[z, z−1]]⊗
C[[z,z−1]] End(K)[[z, z
−1]][log z]
−→ Hom(V ′, U)[[z, z−1]]⊗
C[[z,z−1]] End(K)[[z, z
−1]][log z]
A 7−→
∑
n≥0
[
ε, [E,A]n+1
]
−n + (−1)E
∑
n≥0
[
∂−1E, [∂ε, A]n+1
]
−n ,
(3.29)
whih depends on the hosen eld (sreening urrent) E ∈V′ and on ε of the form (3.28). All
the produts [ , ]n are well-dened with the help of Eqs. (B.4)(B.6).
Lemma 3.2. The mapping ∆E,ε dened in (3.29) with ε of the form (3.28) satises the fol-
lowing properties:
1. It generalizes the mapping (3.7): for A∈V′ or W′ we have
∆E,β log zA =
∑
n≥0
β
n!
(∂n log z) [E,A]n+1 ,(3.30)
and therefore, ∆E,β log z =β∆E on elements of V
′
or W
′
.
2. For A∈V,
∆E,εA =
∑
n≥1
[
ε, [E,A]n+1
]
−n ,(3.31)
and moreover, ∆E,ε is a derivation of the OPA subalgebra V,
6
∆E,ε [A,B]n = [∆E,εA,B]n + [A,∆E,εB]n for A,B ∈V .
3. The OPA V˜ := exp∆E,εV is isomorphi to V.
To prove assertion 1, we note that for A∈V′ orW′, eah term in the seond sum in (3.29) van-
ishes when applied to elements of the form A⊗ idK with A∈V′, while in aordane with (B.5),
the rst sum an be rewritten as in Eq. (3.30). When we further speialize to elements of the
form A⊗ idK with A∈V, the term orresponding to n=0 in the rst sum also vanishes be-
ause E is a sreening urrent for V. This then shows (3.31) for A∈V. The proof that ∆E,ε
6
Clearly, the OPA V ≃ V⊗ idK is a subalgebra in V′⊗ End(K)[[z, z−1]][log z].
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is a derivation of V is a mere reformulation of the proof of Theorem 3.1 given in Appendix A
(using (B.5) with O0(z) = β log z). This also shows that the OPA V˜= exp∆E,εV is isomorphi
to V.
We also remark that the VOA V˜ that orresponds to the OPA V˜ is isomorphi to V. More-
over, the vetor spaes V˜
′ := exp∆E,ε
(
V
′⊗C[[z,z−1]]K
)
and W˜
′ := exp∆E,ε
(
W
′⊗C[[z,z−1]]K
)
are
modules over the OPA V˜, while the orresponding VOA V˜
′
and similarly W˜
′
are modules over
the VOA V˜. As V˜-modules, V˜
′
and W˜
′
ontain submodules that are isomorphi to V
′
and W
′
,
respetively. This follows from the fat that V
′⊂ V˜′ andW′⊂ W˜′ an be identied with elements
of the form A⊗ ω, where A∈V′ or W′, with the derivation ∆E,ε taking the form
∆E,εA =
∑
n≥0
[
ε, [E,A]n+1
]
−n
on these subspaes.
The appliations onsidered in this paper pertain to the ase where an element α is hosen
in EndK suh that
[∂ε, α]1 = −(−1)E idK ,(3.32)
[∂ε, α]n = 0 , n≥ 2 .(3.33)
(For ε of the form (3.28), it follows from the identity (B.4) that Eq. (3.32) is equivalent to
[β, α] =−(−1)E idK .) We then dene the eld
α˜(z) := e∆E,εα .(3.34)
With E assumed, for simpliity, to be OPE-isotropi, i.e., [E,E]n=0 for n≥ 1, we nd
α˜(z) = α− ∂−1E(z)⊗ idK ≡ α− ∂−1E(z) ,(3.35)
whih in partiular leads to (3.27). In Se. 4, we onsider examples where the operator
α˜(z) =−∂−1E(z) naturally arises in this way.
3.4. Ward identities. We now derive Ward identities for the energy-momentum tensor in log-
arithmi theories obtained via the above deformation, in the ase where
∮
E is a fermioni sreen-
ing, K =C2, and End(C2) is generated by fermioni operators α and β satisfying {α, β}=1.
We onsider a VOA V whose spae of states V is a vauum representation of the Virasoro
algebra and x a set of modules Wi over V. Let Wi be the orresponding representation spaes
andW = V ⊕W1⊕ · · ·⊕Wn be the (R)CFT spae of states. In the models of our main interest,
V andWi are dened as the ohomology of the sreening
∮
E ating in larger spaes V ′ andW ′i ;
the basi ase where these strutures an be realized is with the orresponding VOA V
′
being a
free-eld realization of the Virasoro algebra, but it an also be some other algebra. As we have
seen, hoosing ε=β log z results in extending the operators by an element α˜ suh that ∂α˜=−E.
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Let Ψi be primary elds orresponding to the spaes Wi, whih satisfy
T (z) Ψi(w) =
hiΨi(w)
(z − w)2 +
∂Ψi
z − w .(3.36)
The deformed theory also involves the elds
Φ˜i = −:α˜Ψ˜i:(3.37)
(where A˜≡ e∆E,εA for every eld A) whose OPEs with the (deformed) energy-momentum tensor
are given by
T˜ (z) Φ˜i(w) =
∑
m≥3
[E˜, Ψ˜i]m−1
(z − w)m +
hiΦ˜i + [E˜, Ψ˜i]1
(z − w)2 +
∂Φ˜i
z − w .(3.38)
This shows the appearane of Jordan ells spanned by Φ˜i and [E˜, Ψ˜i]1. The eld [E˜, Ψ˜i]1 is
not primary in general. However, suh elds seem to provide a natural extension of the onept
of primary elds to logarithmi models. We have
T˜ (z) [E˜, Ψ˜i]n(w) = −
∑
m≥3
(n−1)[E˜, Ψ˜i]m+n−2
(z − w)m +
(hi−n+1)[E˜, Ψ˜i]n
(z − w)2 +
∂[E˜, Ψ˜i]n
z − w .(3.39)
Converting the above OPEs into dierential equations (Ward identities) for orrelation fun-
tions requires introduing a salar produt on the spae of statesW ′= V ′⊕W ′1⊕ · · ·⊕W ′N . With
Ω denoting the vauum vetor in V ′, we assume that as a part of the denition of the orre-
sponding onformal eld theory, the spae W ′ is equipped with a salar produt ( · , · )′ that is
invariant with respet to the VOA V
′
and satises (Ω , Ω)′=1. The produt ( · , · )′ determines
a Hermitian onjugation
†′
, whih is an involutive anti-automorphism of V
′
.
The above produt is a natural salar produt for the large VOA. We now onsider the
salar produt ( · , · ) on W ′ that is naturally assoiated to a smaller (e.g., free-eld) VOA V
(Virasoro in the situation onsidered here) in the sense that it is invariant with respet to V
and that the orresponding onjugation
†
is an involutive anti-automorphism of V. For the
Virasoro algebra, this implies the well-known onjugation relation
T (z)† = 1z4 T (
1
z ) ,(3.40)
while for the hosen element E we impose
E(z)† = 1z2 E(
1
z ) .(3.41)
The orrelation funtions in the models orresponding to V and V
′
are then dened as〈
A1(z1)A2(z2) · · ·AK(zK)
〉
= (Ω, A1(z1)A2(z2) · · ·AK(zK)Ω)(3.42)
and 〈
A1(z1)A2(z2) · · ·AK(zK)
〉′
= (Ω, A1(z1)A2(z2) · · ·AK(zK)Ω)′(3.43)
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respetively. It is well known that these orrelation funtions are related as follows. We let ℧
denote the state that satises
7
(℧ ,Ω) = 1 .(3.44)
Then in aordane with the eldstate orrespondene, there exists a eld Ψ(z) suh that
℧= limz→0Ψ(z)Ω, and orrelation funtions (3.42) an be rewritten in terms of those in (3.43) as
(3.45)
〈
A1(z1)A2(z2) · · ·AK(zK)
〉
= (℧, A1(z1)A2(z2) · · ·AK(zK)Ω)′ =
=
〈
Ψ(∞)A1(z1)A2(z2) · · ·AK(zK)
〉′
.
In the module W˜ ′, i.e., the spae of states of the VOA V˜′ introdued after the proof of
Lemma 3.2, we again have two distint salar produts. Abusing notation, we still denote one
of them by ( · , · )′; this is simply the salar produt on W ′⊗C2, where C2 is endowed with the
salar produt suh that
(ω, ω)′ = 1 and α†
′
= β(3.46)
(reall that the vauum in C2 obeys βω=0 and αω 6=0). We then have (Ω⊗ω,Ω⊗ω)′=1.
The salar produt ( · , · )L of the logarithmi model is now dened by the relations
(α℧,Ω)L = 1 and (A˜
†Lx , y)L = (x , A˜y)L .(3.47)
By onstrution, the logarithmi salar produt ( · , · )L is invariant with respet to the
VOA V˜; the orresponding Hermitian onjugation
†L
is therefore an involutive anti-automor-
phism of V˜. In the partiular ase of the Virasoro algebra, this requires
α†L = −α , β†L = −β(3.48)
and
†L = † on V′. This in turn implies that
α˜(z)†L = −α˜(1
z
) ,(3.49)
whih is onsistent with the above
†
-onjugation of E(z) and Eq. (3.27).
We are now in a position to onsider orrelation funtions〈
A˜1(z1)A˜2(z2) · · · A˜K(zK)
〉
L
= (Ω, A˜1(z1)A˜2(z2) · · · A˜K(zK)Ω)L(3.50)
of the logarithmially extended theory. These an also be rewritten as
(3.51)
〈
A˜1(z1)A˜2(z2) · · · A˜K(zK)
〉
L
= (α℧, A˜1(z1)A˜2(z2) · · · A˜K(zK)Ω)′
=
〈
:α˜Ψ˜:(∞) A˜1(z1)A˜2(z2) · · · A˜K(zK)
〉′
in terms of the 〈· · · 〉′ orrelation funtions.
For the elds Ψ˜i and Φ˜i that span Jordan ells with respet to L˜0, we then have the Ward
identities
7
Of ourse, ℧ is not uniquely determined by (3.44), but in spei models there is usually a preferred hoie.
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(3.52)
〈
T˜ (z)Ψ˜I(zI)Ψ˜I+1(zI+1) · · · Ψ˜I+K(zI+K)Φ˜J(uJ)Φ˜J+1(uJ+1) · · · Φ˜J+L(uJ+L)
〉
L
=
(I+K∑
i=I
( ∆i
(z − zi)2 +
1
z − zi
∂
∂zi
)
+
J+L∑
i=J
( ∆i
(z − ui)2 +
1
z − ui
∂
∂ui
))×
× 〈Ψ˜I(zI)Ψ˜I+1(zI+1) · · · Ψ˜I+K(zI+K)Φ˜J (uJ)Φ˜J+1(uJ+1) · · · Φ˜J+L(uJ+L)〉1
+
J+L∑
i=J
∑
n≥2
1
(z − ui)n
〈
Ψ˜I(zI)Ψ˜I+1(zI+1) · · · Ψ˜I+K(zI+K)
× Φ˜J (uJ)Φ˜J+1(uJ+1) · · · [E˜, Ψ˜i]n−1(ui) · · · Φ˜J+L(uJ+L)
〉
L
.
4. Logarithmi Deformations: (2, p) Virasoro Examples
In this setion, we apply the above strategy of onstruting logarithmi representations of
onformal eld theories to Virasoro minimal models that admit a fermioni sreening. Adding
the sreening urrent to the algebra then results in a larger algebra whose modules ontain the
entire Felder omplex [36℄ of Virasoro modules. The zero mode of one of the extended algebra
generators is therefore the dierential (BRST operator) of the Felder omplex of Virasoro
modules. This piture admits a nie extension to logarithmially deformed theories.
4.1. The c=−2 theory: From free fermions to sympleti fermions. We take the
Virasoro algebra with entral harge c=−2 and extend it by the fermioni sreening urrent
to the model of free fermions ξ and η with the operator produt
ξ(z) η(w) =
1
z − w(4.1)
(and ξ(z) ξ(w) =0= η(z) η(w)). The c=−2 Virasoro algebra is then generated by the modes
of the energy-momentum tensor
T = ∂ξ η ,(4.2)
and the fermioni sreening is
S =
∮
η(z) = η0 .
Via the mode expansions (in the integer-moded setor, whih is the analogue of the Neveu
Shwarz setor of ordinary free fermions)
ξ(z) =
∑
n∈Z
ξn z
−n and η(z) =
∑
n∈Z
ηn z
−n−1 ,(4.3)
the operator produt (4.1) translates into {ξm, ηn}= δm+n,0.
We denote by Ξ the ξ-η module generated from the vauum state Ω that satises the anni-
hilation onditions
ηnΩ = 0 for n≥ 0 , ξnΩ = 0 for n≥ 1 .(4.4)
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Figure 1. A. The ξ-η module. Filled dots are the extremal states on the inte-
ger lattie orresponding to the (harge, level) oordinates on the plane. Virasoro
modules are arranged along vertial lines: eah vertial line is a FF module.
B. The logarithmially extended ξ-η module. Open dots are desendant
states of αΩ, the top-right open dot. Labels on some of the ξn and ηn arrows
are dropped for simpliity. Two instanes of the Virasoro ation on logarithmi
states are shown.
The Virasoro algebra ats in Ξ via (4.2). With respet to the u(1) urrent J = ηξ, the η eld
(and hene all ηn) has harge +1 and ξ (and hene all ξn) has harge −1, while the energy-
momentum tensor is neutral. Beause the Virasoro generators ommute with J0, we have the
diret sum deomposition
Ξ =
⊕
n∈Z
Πn(4.5)
into indeomposable Virasoro modules Πn of xed u(1) harge n, the FeiginFuks (FF) modules.
In view of the η0 ation, Ξ is in fat a Felder omplex of FF Virasoro modules.
The module Ξ is shown in Fig. 1A. States arranged along eah vertial line furnish a FF
module. The dierential η0 ats from a given FF module to the next module on the right. The
onformal weight of the highest-weight vetor in Πn is
n2+n
2
. The struture of a FF module
diers from that of a Verma module by inverting a half of the submodule embeddings. Eah
Πn with n< 0 (to the left of the enter in Fig. 1A) yields an irreduible Virasoro module with
onformal weight
n2+n
2
as a quotient module (there is a nonvanishing singular vetor at the
highest possible level built on the top-level statethe lled dot on the orresponding vertial
line). On the other hand, eah Πn with n≥ 0 (to the right of the enter in Fig. 1A) ontains an
irreduible Virasoro representation as a submodule (the rst singular vetor vanishes, so that
the orresponding top-level state is in a Virasoro submodule of the module generated from a
lower-lying state, a osingular vetor).
In Fig. 1B, we show the logarithmi extension of the ξ-η module obtained via the presrip-
tion in Se. 3 with E= η. In aordane with (3.27), this amounts to introduing the state αΩ
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(with β Ω=0 and {α, β}=1), whih then orresponds to the eld
α˜(z) ≡ ∂−1η(z) = α + η0 log z −
∑
n∈Z\{0}
1
n ηn z
−n .(4.6)
The top-right open dot in Fig. 1B is this new state αΩ. Next, the deformation of ξ is given by
ξ˜(z) = (1+β∆η)ξ(z) =
∑
n∈Z
ξn z
−n + β log z ,(4.7)
so that in partiular ξ˜(z)α˜(w) =− log(z−w). That the operator produts are preserved by
1+β∆η (Theorem 3.1) implies that the deformed energy-momentum tensor
T˜ (z) = (1+β∆η)T (z) = ∂ξ η(z) +
1
z β η(z)
an be expressed in the form (4.2) involving the deformed elds,
T˜ (z) = ∂ξ˜(z) η(z) .
It readily follows that ating by L˜−1 on αΩ yields the state η−1Ω orresponding to the opera-
tor η. Next, beause of
L˜0 · ξ0αΩ = Ω ,(4.8)
the state ξ0αΩ forms a Jordan ell with the vauum.
Remark 4.1. We note that in our logarithmi deformation approah, β an be viewed as a
deformation parameter, whereas α is used in extending the spae of states so as to maintain
the operatorstate orrespondene. In (4.6) and (4.7), on the other hand, both α and β enter
as modes of the elds at log z.
The pair (ξ˜, α˜) of weight-0 elds onstitute the so-alled sympleti fermions [37,38℄; for the
sympleti fermions, the salar produt ( , )L onstruted in Se. 3.4 beomes that in [39, 38℄.
The logarithmi module L generated by ηn, α, ξn, β from Ω is an extension of Ξ by Ξ,
0 −→ Ξ −→ L −→ Ξ −→ 0 .(4.9)
To desribe the orresponding extensions of Virasoro modules, we let Gn denote the (usually
reduible) module that is the quotient of the Verma module with onformal weight
n2−n
2
over
the singular vetor at level 2n+1. (Gn is a submodule in Πn generated from the extremal state
with n > 0; the singular vetor at the level 2n+1 vanishes in Πn.)
Theorem 4.2. As a Virasoro module, L deomposes as
L =
⊕
n≥0
n⊕
m=0
L
n ,(4.10)
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where L
n
are nondiagonalizable modules obtained as the middle terms in the short exat se-
quenes
0 −→ Gn −→ Ln −→ Gn+1 −→ 0 , n≥ 0 .(4.11)
To prove this laim, we rst show that the right-hand side of (4.10) is embedded into L.
Consider the extremal state |n〉 ∈L with n> 0. The Virasoro module generated from |n〉
ontains a singular vetor |n, n〉 at the level n. The module Ln is then generated by the Virasoro
algebra from the state |n〉L that orresponds to the operator ∂−1η(z) ξ(z) evaluated on the state
|n, n〉. For n=0, the module L0 is generated from the state limz→0 ∂−1η(z)ξ(z)Ω=α0ξ0Ω. We
next use the fat that the operators
e = α0η0 +
∑
n 6=0
1
n η−nηn , f = ξ0β0 +
∑
n∈Z
n ξ−nξn , h = J0 + α0β0(4.12)
span the Lie algebra sl(2). This algebra ats in L and ommutes with the Virasoro algebra
represented via the modes L˜n of T˜ (z). We an therefore employ it to arry over the mod-
ules generated from the above states, at the edge of Ξ, into the interior of the module.
Speially, beause e|n〉L=0 and fn+1|n〉L=0, taking the sl(2) orbit through |n〉L gives the
embedding of
⊕n
m=0 L
n
into L.
The theorem now follows by omparing the haraters of the left- and the right-hand sides
in (4.10) to show that the sl(2) orbits exhaust L. The harater of the left-hand side is
(1 + z)
∏
i≥0
(1 + z−1qi)
∏
i≥1
(1 + zqi) ,(4.13)
while the harater of the right-hand side is
1∏
i≥1(1− qi)
(∑
n≥0
n∑
m=0
zn−2m
(
q
n2−n
2 (1− q2n+1) + q n
2
+n
2 (1− q2n+3))) .(4.14)
These oinide beause of the Jaobi triple produt identity.
Beause Ξ is a diret sum of the Πn modules, the sequene (4.9) deomposes into a olletion
of short exat sequenes
0 −→ Πn −→ Ln −→ Πn−1 −→ 0 , n ∈ Z ,(4.15)
where Ln is the omponent with a denite harge in L, L=
⊕
n∈Z Ln. We then have
Ln =
⊕
m≥n
L
n
(4.16)
(that the sum is diret again follows by making use of the sl(2) algebra generated by opera-
tors (4.12)).
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4.2. The c=0 theory and the N =2 superonformal algebra. The (trivial) c=0 Virasoro
minimalmodel is naturally embedded into theN =2 algebra in suh a manner that the fermioni
sreening beomes the zero mode of one of the two fermioni urrents.
8
For this, we take the
N =2 superonformal algebra in the topologially twisted [40℄ basis where the two fermioni
elds have the weights 1 and 2,
T (z) T (w) =
2T (w)
(z − w)2 +
∂T
z − w , T (z)H(w) =
c/3
(z − w)3 +
H(w)
(z − w)2 +
∂H
z − w ,
H(z)H(w) =
c/3
(z − w)2 , Q(z)G(w) =
c/3
(z − w)3 −
H(w)
(z − w)2 +
T
z − w ,
T (z)G(w) =
2G(w)
(z − w)2 +
∂G
z − w , T (z)Q(w) =
Q(w)
(z − w)2 +
∂Q
z − w ,
H(z)G(w) =
G
z − w , H(z)Q(w) = −
Q
z − w .
Here, T is the energy-momentum tensor, H is the u(1) urrent, and G and Q are the fermioni
elds of the respetive onformal weights 2 and 1.
With E =Q, we alulate A˜=(1+β∆Q)A using deformation formula (3.7), with the result
H˜ = H + β log z Q ,(4.17)
T˜ = T +
β
z
Q ,(4.18)
G˜ = G+ β log z T − β
z
H − β c
6z2
.(4.19)
Although we need the N =2 algebra representations with the N =2 entral harge c=1, the
above deformation formulas are valid for an arbitrary value of c.
For c=1, there are three irreduible unitary N =2 modules. Eah of them deomposes into
a diret sum
⊕
n∈ZΠn of FF modules over the Virasoro algebra with zero entral harge. The
modules Πn are distinguished by the ation of the zero mode H0 of the u(1) urrent (with
H0 ating as multipliation by n on Πn in the ase of the vauum N =2 module). Moreover,
the Virasoro modules sitting inside a unitary N =2 module for k = 1 arrange into the Felder
omplex for the trivial module.
9
In Fig. 2, we display the struture of the vauum N =2 module (whih ontains the vauum
Virasoro module) and its logarithmi extension. The left part of the piture shows states in
the k=1 vauum unitary module, on whih the operator onstraints
∂QQ = 0 ∂GG = 0(4.20)
8
Even in the trivial model, it is instrutive to see how Jordan ells open in a free-eld realization of the
reduible Virasoro modules entering the Felder omplex. In the logarithmi ontext, a reasonable objet to
study is thus the quotient of the vauum Verma module by the submodule generated from its rst singular
vetor L−1Ω [30℄. We here deal with a free-eld ounterpart of this quotient module.
9
In general, the irreduible Virasoro module (in the (2, 3) ase, the trivial one) is seleted by two Felder
omplexes that orrespond to two dierent sreenings. In the (2, 3) ase, these are Q0 =
∮
e
√
3ϕ
and
∮
e
− 2√
3
ϕ
.
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Figure 2. A logarithmially extended c=0 Virasoro module inside the
∂−1Q-extended unitary N =2 module. Filled dots are states in the vauum
k=1 unitary module of the N =2 algebra. The integer lattie orresponds to the
(harge, level) oordinates. Shown in boldfae are the operators orresponding
to the states. In the right part, open dots depit the logarithmi states, the
N =2 desendants of ∂−1Q. The right part must be superimposed on the left one
suh that double ourrenes of idential states (1, H , and Q) oinide. The
states orresponding to the operators T and ∂−1QG are then in the same grade
and produe a Jordan ell for the Virasoro generator L˜0.
are valid.
10
This in partiular determines the shape of the module (e.g., the vauum is
annihilated by Q≥0 and G≥−1, et.). With boldfae symbols, we indiate the operators that
orrespond to the states (for example, the state orresponding to H is a Virasoro osingular
vetor with respet to the vauum state).
The right part of the piture shows the logarithmi states generated from αΩ, where
{α, β}=1 (with β Ω=0), and αΩ therefore orresponds to the operator ∂−1Q in aordane
with (3.27). The right part of the piture must be superimposed onto the left one suh that
the two opies of eah state displayed in both parts (1, H , and Q) oinide. Again, the
statement that 1+β∆Q is an isomorphism of operator produts implies that we an hide β
into the deformed operators and α into ∂−1Q and onsistently work with the deformed (tilded)
operators. The ation of the modes L˜n on the states in the N =2 module generated from αΩ
then relates these states to states in the original modules Πn. In the logarithmially extended
vauum Virasoro module, in partiular, the rst Jordan ell opens at level 2; it is spanned by
the states L˜−2Ω = L−2Ω and G−2αΩ that orrespond to the respetive operators T˜ and ∂−1QG˜,
[L˜0, ∂
−1QG˜(z)] = 2∂−1QG˜(z) + T˜ (z) .(4.21)
10
In fat, whenever c=3k/(k + 2) with k∈N, the unitary representations of the N =2 algebra are hara-
terized by the operator onstraints ∂kQ∂k−1Q · · ·∂QQ = 0 and ∂kG∂k−1G · · · ∂GG = 0 [41℄.
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We also have the positive-mode Virasoro ation on the Jordan state
[L˜1, ∂
−1QG˜(z)] = −H˜(z) ,(4.22)
[L˜2, ∂
−1QG˜(z)] = c3 .(4.23)
We note that a realization of Q and G satisfying relations (4.20) is given by Q=e
√
3ϕ
and
G=e−
√
3ϕ
, where ϕ is a salar eld with the OPE
∂ϕ(z) ∂ϕ(w) =
1
(z − w)2 .
The energy-momentum tensor then beomes T = 1
2
∂ϕ∂ϕ + 1
2
√
3
∂2ϕ.
Regarding the N =2 superonformal algebra, we also note that its deformation via E=H
produes (as a partiular ase of (3.20)(3.22)) the familiar spetral ow transform [42℄, whih
is an automorphism for β ∈ Z, while the deformation via the weight-2 fermioni eld does not
seem to admit an interesting interpretation.
4.3. (2, p) minimal models. The ases onsidered above are generalized as follows. Adding
the sreening urrent to the Virasoro algebra with entral harge
cp = 1− 3 (p−2)
2
p
(4.24)
of the (2, p) = (2, 2r+1) minimal model gives the algebra generated by fermioni urrents E(z)
and F (z) satisfying the additional onstraints (f. (4.20))
∂E(z)E(z) = 0 , ∂3E(z)E(z) = 0 , . . . , ∂p−2E(z)E(z) = 0 ,(4.25)
∂F (z)F (z) = 0 , ∂3F (z)F (z) = 0 , . . . , ∂p−2F (z)F (z) = 0(4.26)
and the OPE
E(z)F (w) =
1/p
(z − w)p +
H0
(z − w)p−1 +
H1
(z − w)p−2 + . . . +
Hp−2
z − w .(4.27)
The elds involved here generate a W-algebra A(p); the lowest generators are the u(1) urrent
J =H0 and the energy-momentum tensor T =H1+ p−3
2
∂H0 with entral harge (4.24). The
urrents F and E are then primary elds with the respetive onformal weights p−1 and 1.
Thus the mode deompositions are given by
E(z) =
∑
n∈Z
En z
−n−1 , F (z) =
∑
n∈Z
Fn z
−n−p+1 , Hm(z) =
∑
n∈Z
Hmn z
−n−m−1 .(4.28)
In partiular, the sreening is given by E0.
We now let Ξn, with n=0, 1, ... , p−1, denote the A(p)-module generated from the state |n〉
satisfying
Ei|n〉 = 0 for i≥n ,
Fj|n〉 = 0 for j≥−p−n+2 .
(4.29)
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For all m∈Z, the states |n+mp〉 then belong to Ξn. We all Ξ0 the vauum module.
As a Virasoro module, eah Ξn deomposes into the diret sum
Ξn =
⊕
m∈Z
Πn
p
+m(4.30)
of FF modules, where the subsript indiates that H00 ats as multipliation by h on Πh.
Eah Πn
p
+m is generated by H
0
ℓ with ℓ< 0 from the state |n+pm〉, and Ξn is a Virasoro Felder
omplex with the dierential E0.
In the vauum Virasoro module Π0, the urrent H
0
generates a osingular vetor and Hp−2 a
singular vetor. The latter determines the position of the rst Jordan ell in the orresponding
logarithmi vauum module obtained as the extension
0→ Π0 → L(0)0 → Π1 → 0 ,(4.31)
as we now explain. Following the general presription, we onsider the urrents A˜ :=A+β∆EA,
where relations (3.23) and (3.24) hold for α and β, whih implies that the state α|0〉 orresponds
to −∂−1E. The states orresponding to ∂−1EF˜ (z) and to H˜p−2 then span a Jordan ell, beause
[L˜0, ∂
−1EF˜ (z)] = (p− 1)∂−1EF˜ (z) + H˜p−2 .(4.32)
We also have the positive-mode Virasoro ation on the Jordan state that orresponds to the
operator ∂−1EF˜ (z),
[L˜n, ∂
−1EF˜ (z)] = H˜p−n−2(z) for 1≤n≤ p− 2 ,(4.33)
[L˜p−1, ∂−1EF˜ (z)] =
1
p ,(4.34)
and [L˜n, ∂
−1EF˜ (z)] = 0 for n≥ p.
This result therefore generalizes the piture in Fig. 2: the module beomes narrower than
in Fig. 2 beause instead of G−2, the rst mode of F that does not annihilate the vauum is
F−p+1. We have p modules L(n) that orrespond to the state spae of the VOA V˜′ introdued
after the proof of Lemma 3.2. Eah of them an be obtained as the extension
0→ Ξn → L(n)→ Ξn → 0(4.35)
of Virasoro modules. At the same time, eah module Ξn deomposes into the diret sum (4.30)
of modules, and the previous exat sequene is in fat the diret sum of the sequenes
0→ Πn
p
+m → L(n)m → Πn
p
+m+1 → 0 ,(4.36)
where Ξn=
⊕
mΠnp+m and L(n) =
⊕
mL(n)m.
We also note that in the one-salar realization, the energy-momentum tensor is given by
T =
1
2
∂ϕ ∂ϕ +
p− 2
2
√
p
∂2ϕ ,(4.37)
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and the elds E and F are
E = 1√p e
√
pϕ , F = 1√p e
−√pϕ ,(4.38)
with the sreening operator for T given by
∮
e
√
pϕ
. The states |n〉 then orrespond to elds as
|n〉 = e− n√pϕ(z)Ω
∣∣∣
z→0
.(4.39)
5. A further deformation example: logarithmi ŝl(2)
We ontinue applying the above strategy to deform a vertex operator algebra using higher-
order poles that its elds develop with the integrand of a fermioni sreening operator. For
the ŝl(2) algebra with a fermioni sreening, this results in onstruting indeomposable ŝl(2)
modules by gluing together two modules (i.e., extending one module with the other) that are
adjaent in the resolution with the dierential given by the fermioni sreening. This resolution
involves twisted (spetral-ow transformed) ŝl(2)-modules.
The ŝl(2) algebra is generated by three urrents with the OPEs
J0(z)J±(w) = ± J
±
z − w , J
0(z)J0(w) =
k/2
(z − w)2 ,
J+(z)J−(w) =
k
(z − w)2 +
2J0
z − w .
Spetral ow with the transformation parameter θ ats on the modes introdued via J±,0(z) =∑
n∈Z J
±,0
n z
−n−1
as
J±n 7→ J±n±θ , J0n 7→ J0n + kθ2 δn,0 .
For θ∈Z, this mapping is an automorphism of the ŝl(2) algebra.
5.1. A fermioni sreening for ŝl(2). We desribe the level-k ŝl(2) urrent algebra as on-
struted from the Virasoro algebra with entral harge
d = 13− 6
k + 2
− 6(k + 2)(5.1)
and two free boson elds ϕ and φ with the operator produts
∂ϕ(z) ∂ϕ(w) =
1
(z − w)2 , ∂φ(z) ∂φ(w) =
−1
(z − w)2 .(5.2)
The ŝl(2) urrents are given by [43℄
J+ = e
√
2
k
(ϕ−φ) ,(5.3)
J0 =
√
k
2
∂ϕ ,(5.4)
J− = (k+2) T e−
√
2
k
(ϕ−φ) − k2 ∂φ ∂φ e−
√
2
k
(ϕ−φ) −
√
k
2 (k+1) ∂
2φ e−
√
2
k
(ϕ−φ) ,(5.5)
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where T =
∑
n∈Z Lnz
−n−2
is the energy-momentum tensor orresponding to the Virasoro gen-
erators with entral harge (5.1). The Sugawara energy-momentum tensor, of entral harge
cSug=
3k
k+2
, then evaluates as
TSug = T +
1
2 ∂ϕ ∂ϕ−
1
2 ∂φ ∂φ −
√
k
2 ∂
2φ .(5.6)
A (fermioni) sreening operator for the ŝl(2) realization in Eqs. (5.3)(5.5) is given by
S =
∮
e
√
k
2
φ V12 ≡
∮
E(z) ,(5.7)
where Vr,s are Virasoro primary elds of the onformal weights
hr,s =
r2 − 1
4(k + 2)
+
s2 − 1
4
(k + 2) +
1− rs
2
.(5.8)
In partiular, V12 and V21 have the respetive weights
h12 =
1
4
(3(k + 2)− 2) and h21 = 14 (
3
k+2
− 2) .(5.9)
Beause of singular vetor deoupling, they satisfy the dierential equations
∂2V12(z)− (k + 2) :T (z) V12(z): = 0 , ∂2V21(z)− 1k+2 :T (z) V21(z): = 0 .(5.10)
That S is a sreening follows from the dierential equation satised by V12 : the rst-order pole
of the OPE E(z) J−(w) is evaluated to be proportional to ∂2V12(z)− (k+2) T (z) V12(z).
ŝl(2) primary elds are onstruted as
Φr,s = e
j(r,s)
√
2
k
(ϕ−φ) Vr,s(5.11)
with
j(r, s) = r−12 −
s−1
2 (k + 2) .(5.12)
For positive integers r and s, singular vetors in the ŝl(2) module generated from Φr,s are
proportional to Virasoro singular vetors, and one Vr,s is the vertex operator orresponding to
an irreduible Virasoro module, the orresponding ŝl(2) module is also irreduible. We let |Φr,s〉
denote the highest-weight state orresponding to the operator Φr,s (in partiular, |Φ1,1〉=Ω is
the vauum state) and letMr,s be the module generated from |Φr,s〉 by the modes of the urrents
in Eqs. (5.3)(5.5).
Remark 5.1. If the energy-momentum tensor T is bosonized through a salar urrent ∂u, the
three urrents ∂ϕ, ∂φ, and ∂u an be mixed and debosonized into β-γ ghost elds (a rst-
order bosoni system) and a urrent suh that the ŝl(2) urrents in Eqs. (5.3)(5.5) beome
those of the Wakimoto realization [44℄. The fermioni sreening then beomes S = η0, the zero
mode of the ξ-η system entering the bosonization of the β and γ elds [45℄. The logarithmi
representation of ŝl(2) onstruted with the use of the fermioni sreening is therefore related
to the sympleti fermions, see Se. 4.1.
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We also note that the realization in Eqs. (5.3)(5.5) is useful beause under the mapping
of the Wakimoto bosonization bak to the ∂u, ∂ϕ, and ∂φ elds, the other two Wakimoto
bosonization sreenings are expressed solely through u, and therefore single out preisely the
Virasoro algebra out of the free-salar setor; these sreenings therefore do not play a role as
long as the ŝl(2) urrents are expressed through the energy-momentum tensor T , as is the ase
with Eqs. (5.3)(5.5).
5.2. The deformation and indeomposable representations. We now onstrut an in-
deomposable ŝl(2) module in whih Mr,s is a submodule. The nonzero poles in the OPEs of
E with the algebra urrents are given by[
E, J−
]
2
=
(
k ∂V12 + (k+2)
√
k
2 ∂φ V12
)
e
√
k
2
φ+ 2
k
(φ−ϕ) ,(5.13) [
E, J−
]
3
= 2(k+1) e
√
k
2
φ+ 2
k
(φ−ϕ) V12 .(5.14)
Thus the J− urrent is deformed as
J˜−(z) = (1+β∆E)J−(z) = J−(z) + β
[E, J−]2(z)
z
− β [E, J
−]3(z)
2z2
,(5.15)
while J+ and J0 remain unhanged. The Sugawara energy-momentum tensor is deformed as
in Se. 3,
T˜Sug(z) = TSug(z) +
β
z E(z).(5.16)
In partiular, L˜0=L0+βE0 ats on states as L˜0|x〉 = L0|x〉+ βS|x〉.
We next dene the vertex operator
E∗r,s = e
−
√
k
2
φ+j(r,s)
√
2
k
(ϕ−φ) Vr,s−1(5.17)
and let |S∗r,s〉 denote the orresponding state. It is a partner to the highest-weight state
beause
βS · α|S∗r,s〉 = |Φr,s〉,(5.18)
and therefore, α|S∗r,s〉 and |Φr,s〉 onstitute a Jordan ell for the L˜0 generator. In partiular,
βS ·α|S∗1,1〉=Ω. This partner to the vauum state satises the highest-weight onditions
J−0 |S∗1,1〉 = 0 and J+1 |S∗1,1〉 = 0 ,(5.19)
and is therefore the θ=1 spetral ow transform of a state that satises the standard highest-
weight onditions (J−1 ≈ 0, J+0 ≈ 0). For rs> 1, both J−0 and J+0 are nonvanishing on |S∗r,s〉.
The ation of (J+0 )
n
, n≥ 1, on α|S∗r,s〉 generates states in the grades where the module
Mr,s ontains no states (the horizontal line of open dots in Fig. 3 to the right of the highest-
weight vetor).
11
However, the very rst of these states, |Xr,s〉= J+0 α|S∗r,s〉, is a (spetral-ow-
11
Pitures in this setion have a somewhat dierent meaning than in the previous setion. There, we showed
a module of the larger algebra, with eah Virasoro module oupying merely a vertial line. Here, we draw the
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Figure 3. An indeomposable extension of ŝl(2) modules. Filled dots are
the extremal states in Mr,s, with the top-right one being the highest-weight ve-
tor. Open dots are states generated from α|S∗r,s〉. The partner α|S∗r,s〉 to the
highest-weight vetor |Φr,s〉 does not satisfy the standard highest-weight ondi-
tions; however, these are reovered in the quotient module with respet to the
submodule generated from |Xr,s〉. It is understood that the states are at the
sites of an integer lattie, with the harge axis direted to the right and the level
(onformal weight) axis downward.
transformed) singular vetor in the module Σr,s generated from α|S∗r,s〉: it satises the twisted
highest-weight onditions
J−0 |Xr,s〉 = 0 , J+1 |Xr,s〉 = 0 .(5.20)
These ensure that a submodule Xr,s is generated from |Xr,s〉. Taking the quotient Σr,s/Xr,s
eliminates all states in the (level, charge)-grades (ℓ, h) with h> ℓ (i.e., in the grades outside the
Mr,s module). The module Lr,s onstruted this way is a natural logarithmi indeomposable
extension of Mr,s,
0→Mr,s → Lr,s → Σr,s/Xr,s → 0 .
In the speial ase where s=1, it an also be seen that the indeomposable module does
not ontain any states in the grades where Mr,s ontains no states beause of a singular vetor
vanishing. Whenever s=1, there is the singular vetor generated by (J−0 )
r
ating on the highest-
weight vetor of the Verma module with the same highest weight as in Mr,1; but in Mr,1, we
have (see Fig. 4 for r=4)
(J−0 )
r|Φr,1〉 = 0(5.21)
(for example, for r = 2, this readily follows from the dierential equation in Eq. (5.10) for the
matter part V21 of the primary eld operator). Moreover, it is straightforward to verify the
analogue of that vertial line on the plane, whereas showing the module of the larger algebra would require a
third dimension (the harge with respet to the φ boson).
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Figure 4. The same as Fig. 3 for s=1. The singular vetor (J−0 )
r|Φr,1〉
vanishes in the free-eld realization under onsideration (r=4 in the piture).
Dotted arrows lead to states in a submodule (this feature is general for all s; the
labels of the arrows, whih are the same as in Fig. 3, are omitted for simpliity).
The orresponding states are therefore absent in the quotient.
vanishing
(J−0 )
r|S∗r,1〉 = 0 ,(5.22)
and therefore (after taking the quotient with respet to the submodule generated from |Xr,1〉),
the logarithmi states exist in only those grades where the original moduleMr,1 is populated.
The L˜0 generator is not diagonalizable on the logarithmi module. For the ŝl(2) represen-
tation, the indeomposability amounts to the ation of J˜−n mixing the ◦ and • states in the
appropriate grades: eah ◦ state is mapped into a linear ombination of the ◦ and • states
in the target grade; for J˜−0 , in partiular, this ours at the top level of the module shown in
Figs. 3 and 4.
6. Conlusions
We have proposed a onstrution that allows us to obtain logarithmi onformal eld theories
from onventional onformal theories. The onstrution amounts to deforming the ation of the
operator algebra on the tensor produt of a moduleeither the vauum module V , i.e., the
algebra itself, or some other module W with an auxiliary nite-dimensional vetor spae K
using a sreening urrent E(z). With a sreening
∮
E thus involved in logarithmially deforming
an operator produt algebra V, the poles ([E,A]n)n≥2 of E with A∈V (whih are irrelevant
for the property of
∮
E to be a sreening) start playing the role of logarithmi deformation
diretions. When the sreening is fermioni, the auxiliary spae K is two-dimensional and its
endomorphisms are generated by two elements of the orresponding Cliord algebra. One of
the two basis elements in K (tensored with the vauum of the original theory) then orresponds
to the new operator ∂−1E(z).
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In a rational onformal eld theory, the spae H of states is a fully reduible module over
the relevant hiral algebra (e.g., for minimal models, a nite diret sum of irreduible Virasoro
modules), and there are no nontrivial extensions
0 −→ H −→ L −→ H1 −→ 0
of H by another fully reduible module H1 in the ategory of diagonalizable modules. In
ontrast, when one does not require diagonalizability, nontrivial extensions do exist. Suh
extensions an indeed be obtained via our onstrution. In the situation with a fermioni
sreening, size-2 Jordan ells arise, thereby providing the statespae orrespondene for a
rank-2 logarithmi onformal eld theory. (For bosoni E, the deformation does not neessarily
imply the ourrene of logarithms; e.g., when E is a bosoni urrent (hE =1), we have seen
the deformation to redue to the familiar spetral ow transform assoiated with E.)
A onvenient tool in the study of CFT models is often provided by some larger algebra A
that ontains the hiral algebra of the model under onsideration. (Most ommonly, although
not neessarily, A is obtained via a free-eld realization of the model.) In our onstrution of
indeomposable modules, the role of suh an algebra A is to provide us with the spin-1 urrent
E(z) whose zero mode is a sreening (for example, E(z) is the fermioniN =2 algebra generator
Q(z) for the c=0 Virasoro model). Analyzing modules of the algebra A then indiates where
Jordan ells are present in the logarithmi Virasoro modules. When A orresponds to a single
free boson, the existene of a fermioni sreening selets the (2, 2r+1) minimal models. But as
seen in the example of the ŝl(2) algebra, the onstrution involving a fermioni sreening is not
limited to the Virasoro ase.
We add a word of aution. We have followed the habit in the literature to indisriminately use
the term logarithmi onformal eld theory whenever dealing with strutures that on the one
hand share ruial aspets of ordinary onformal eld theories and on the other hand display
logarithmi behavior in orrelation funtions on CP1. For ordinary rational CFTs, it is largely
known (ompare, e.g., [46,47℄) what is required in order to have a omplete onsistent theory (in
partiular, with sensible fusion rules, a modular funtor, and orrelation funtions on arbitrary
Riemann surfaes that possess good loality and fatorization properties). In ontrast, it is
as yet unlear under whih irumstanes a similarly omplete piture an be ahieved in the
logarithmi ase. Some issues that are of relevane to this problem have been addressed in the
literature (see, e.g., [6,30℄), but we suspet that muh more work is still needed before the term
logarithmi CFT an be given a well-dened meaning.
The onstrution introdued in this paper suggests that quite generially, logarithmi theories
an be related to ordinary ones by a proess of deformation and extension. In terms of the
spae of states, it gives a onstrution of representations L of a (rank-2) logarithmi onformal
eld theory as an extension of a representation pertaining to a standard onformal eld theory
with another suh representation (thus, both the submodule and the quotient of L by the
submodule are diagonalizable representations from a standard onformal eld theory). We
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hope that ontinuing to study aspets of the logarithmi extensions that we introdued will
shed further light on logarithmi onformal eld theories and their appearane in physis.
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Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 3.1
The operation ∆E dened in (3.7) an be onveniently reformulated by introduing c-number
elds Om, m≥ 0, suh that
O0(z) = log z ,(A.1)
Om(z) = 1
zm
, m≥ 1 ,(A.2)
with the identity operators understood in the right-hand sides. We then have
[Om, A]q = [A,Om]q = 0 for q ≥ 1(A.3)
for any operator A, while [Om, A]0 (z) = [A,Om]0 (z) =A(z)/zm for m≥ 1, and similarly for O0.
With this notation, ∆E reads
∆EA = [O0, [E,A]1]0 +
∑
n≥1
(−1)n+1
n
[On, [E,A]n+1]0 ,(A.4)
and we have
∂ℓO0 = (−1)ℓ−1(ℓ− 1)!Oℓ ,(A.5)
∂ℓOm = (−1)ℓ(m)ℓOm+ℓ , m≥ 1,(A.6)
where (m)ℓ=m(m+ 1) · · · (m+ ℓ− 1) is the Pohhammer symbol.
To prove that ∆E is a derivation, we must show that
[∆EB,C]q + (−1)EB [B,∆EC]q −∆E [B,C]q = 0 , q≥ 0 .(A.7)
The seond and the third terms in the left-hand side are easily evaluated as
(A.8) (−1)EB [B,∆EC]q −∆E [B,C]q =
=
[
O0, (−1)EB [B, [E,C]1]q −
[
E, [B,C]q
]
1
]
0
+
∑
m≥1
(−1)m+1
m
[
Om, (−1)EB
[
B, [E,C]m+1
]
q
−
[
E, [B,C]q
]
m+1
]
0
for q≥ 0. To evaluate the rst term, [∆EB,C]q , we note the identity [32℄
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(A.9)
[
[A,B]p, C
]
q
=
=
∑
ℓ≥q
(−1)q−ℓ
(
p− 1
ℓ− q
)
[A, [B,C]ℓ ]p+q−ℓ − (−1)AB
∑
ℓ≥1
(−1)p−ℓ
(
p− 1
ℓ− 1
)
[B, [A,C]ℓ ]p+q−ℓ .
It is assumed that the binomial oeients with a negative top entry satisfy the same reurrene
relation (
n
m
)
=
(
n− 1
m
)
+
(
n− 1
m− 1
)
(A.10)
as those with n≥ 0, as well as (
n
0
)
= 1 ,
(
0
m
)
= δ0,m .(A.11)
This implies that (
n
m
)
= (−1)m
(−n +m− 1
m
)
for n< 0(A.12)
and ∑
ℓ≥1
(−1)ℓ
ℓ
(
m− 1
ℓ− 1
)(
m− ℓ
N − ℓ
)
= − 1
m
(
m
N
)
.(A.13)
As a onsequene of (A.9) and (A.6), we obtain simple relations
[[O0, B]0, C]q =
[
O0, [B,C]q
]
0
+
∑
ℓ≥1
(−1)ℓ+1
ℓ
[
Oℓ, [B,C]q+ℓ
]
0
, q≥ 1 ,
[[Om, B]0, C]q =
∑
ℓ≥0
(−1)ℓ
(
m+ ℓ− 1
ℓ
)[
Om+ℓ, [B,C]q+ℓ
]
0
, m≥ 1 , q≥ 1 .
Using these formulas, we now have, writing Bn for [E,B]n,
(A.14) [∆EB,C]q =
[
O0, [B1, C]q
]
0
+
∑
m≥1
(−1)m+1
m
[
Om, [Bm+1, C]q
]
0
+
+
∑
m≥1
∑
ℓ≥1
m−ℓ≥0
(−1)m+1
ℓ
(
m− 1
ℓ− 1
)[
Om, [Bm−ℓ+1, C]q+ℓ
]
0
.
Adding (A.8) and (A.14), we obtain
[∆EB,C]q + (−1)EB [B,∆EC]q −∆E [B,C]q = [O0, X0]0 +
∑
m≥1
[Om, Xm]0 ,
with expliit expressions for the quantities Xm with m≥ 0. We must show that all Xm van-
ish. That X0 vanishes immediately follows using Eq. (A.9). For m≥ 1, we perform simple
manipulations using (A.9) to rewrite Xm as
(A.15) Xm =
(−1)m+1
m
∑
ℓ≥1
(−1)ℓ
(
m
ℓ
)[
E, [B,C]q+ℓ
]
m+1−ℓ
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− (−1)EB
∑
ℓ≥1
(−1)ℓ
m
(
m
ℓ−1
)
[B, [E,C]ℓ ]m+1+q−ℓ +
∑
ℓ≥1
(−1)m+1
ℓ
(
m−1
ℓ−1
)[
[E,B]m−ℓ+1, C
]
q+ℓ
.
Here, it still remains to apply (A.9) to the last term. This is straightforward; we have
(A.16)
m∑
ℓ=1
(−1)m+1
ℓ
(
m− 1
ℓ− 1
)[
[E,B]m−ℓ+1, C
]
q+ℓ
=
=
m∑
ℓ=1
∑
n≥q+ℓ
(−1)m+1+q+n+ℓ
ℓ
(
m− 1
ℓ− 1
)(
m− ℓ
n− q − ℓ
)
[E, [B,C]n]m+1+q−n
− (−1)EB
m∑
ℓ=1
∑
n≥1
(−1)n+ℓ
ℓ
(
m− 1
ℓ− 1
)(
m− ℓ
n− 1
)
[B, [E,C]n]m+1+q−n .
We an now use identities (A.13) to nally onlude that Xm vanishes for m≥ 1.
We note that the proof above relies heavily on the relations (A.6), but does not use the
expliit expressions (A.2). As a onsequene, the proof remains valid if Om(z) with m≥ 1 are
replaed with
Om = (−1)
m−1
(m− 1)! ∂
mO0 , m≥ 1 ,(A.17)
with an arbitrary funtion O0. This observation is used in proving Lemma 3.2.
Appendix B. The VOA setting
A vertex operator algebraV is an algebrai struture haraterized by a olletion of data and
relations. Her we only summarize a few basi ingredients; for more details, we refer to [33,34,35℄.
The data are:
1. A vetor spae V graded over Z with nite-dimensional homogeneous subspaes V(m).
2. Two distinguished elements: Ω∈V(0), L−2Ω∈V(2).
3. A distinguished endomorphism L−1 ∈ End(V ), satisfying L−1Ω=0 .
4. The eldstate orrespondene: A linear mapping Y (·, z): V → End(V )[[z, z−1]], with z a
formal variable.
These are subjet to the following relations:
1. Y (Ω, z) = idV , and Y (x, z)Ω∈ x+zV [[z]] for all x∈V .
2. Y (L−2Ω, z) = T (z) =
∑
n Lnz
−n−2
, with [Ln, Lm] = (n−m)Ln+m+ c12 (n3−n) δn+m,0 idV .
3. The eldstate orrespondene respets the grading as follows: x−m dened by Y (x, z) =∑
n xnz
−n−hx
maps V(l) into V(l+m).
4. Y (L−1x, z) = ∂Y (x, z) for all x∈V .
5. The loality property, stating that for any pair x, y of vetors in V there is a number Nx,y
suh that (z−w)Nx,y [Y (x, z), Y (y, w)] =0.
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We also need the notion of a module over a vertex operator algebra. A module W over the
VOA V=(V, Y,Ω, L−2Ω) is dened (see [33℄) by the following data:
1. A graded vetor spae W=
⊕
W(n), n∈Q , suh that dimW(n)<∞ and W(n)=0 for n
suiently small.
2. A linear map Y : V → End(W )[[z, z−1]] suh that Y (Ω, z) = 1W ∈ End(W ) and, for all
v∈V and w∈W , Y (v, z)(n)w=0 for n suiently large.
3. The Jaobi identity
(B.1) z−10 δ
(
z1−z2
z0
)
Y (u, z1) Y (v, z2)− z−10 δ
(
z2−z1
−z0
)
Y (v, z2) Y (u, z1)
= z−12 δ
(
z1−z0
z2
)
Y (Y (u, z0)v, z2) for u, v∈V .
4. The spae W is a module over the Virasoro algebra T (z), and L0w=nw for w∈W(n) and
Y (L−1v, z) = ∂Y (v, z) for v∈V .
5. There exists a linear map Y : W → Hom(V,W )[[z, z−1]] suh that Y (w, z)Ω∣∣
z=0
=w, w ∈
W .
6. Rationality and assoiativity properties (see [33℄ for details).
The relation of this framework to the OPA setting in [32℄ is as follows. If V is a vertex
operator algebra, then there is an OPA struture on V :=Y (V, z)⊂ End(V )[[z, z−1]] and an
OPA module struture on W :=Y (W, z)⊂ Hom(V,W )[[z, z−1]] indued by the operations [ , ]n
that are read o from the operator produt expansions,
A(z)B(w) =
∑
n∈Z
[A,B]n (w)
(z − w)n ,(B.2)
where A(z) = Y (v, z), B(z) = Y (w, z) and v∈V , w∈V or W . These operations satisfy the
well-known properties, whih an be used to axiomatially dene an OPA [32℄. Writing
A(z) =
∑
n∈Z
z−nA(n)(B.3)
and using the formula
[A(n), B(z)] =
n∑
m=1
(
n− 1
m− 1
)
zn−m [A,B]m (z) , n> 0 ,
where [ , ] is the (super)ommutator, these operations an be re-expressed as
[A,B]n (z) =
n∑
m=1
(−1)n−m
(
n− 1
m− 1
)
zn−m[A(m), B(z)] , n> 0 .(B.4)
When written in this form, the denition of the produts [A,B]n with n> 0 an be extended
to elds A∈ End(V )[[z, z−1]] and B ∈ Hom(V,W )[[z, z−1]][log z].
For [ , ]n with nonpositive n, we write
[A,B]−n =
1
n! :(∂
nA)B: , n ≥ 1 ,(B.5)
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[A,B]0 = :AB: ,(B.6)
where the normal-ordered produt is dened as in [35, Eq.(3.1.3)℄,
:AB:(z) = A(z)+B(z) + (−1)ABB(z)A(z)− ,
with A(z)+ being the part ontaining only reation operators and A(z)− the one with only
annihilation operators (see [35, Eq. (2.3.3)℄). We extend this denition of [A,B]n with n≤ 0
to elds in End(W )[[z, z−1]][log z]. This allows us to dene, in partiular, quantities of the type
:∂−1EA:, where ∂−1E or A involve log z in their mode deompositions.
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